, Gr6chenig and Haas [2] , Schmidt [13] , Haas and Series [3] , and Lehner [7] , [8] [6] , in terms of the supports En(w) of the n-step transition probability functions P~(w, ~), n E N* where, with the usual notation, Clearly Therefore, Lemma 3.2.14 in [6] and an induction argument lead to the conclusion that wn E E N*. But limn,,, wn = V2--1 for any w E W . Consequently Now, the regularity of U w.r.t. L(W) follows from Theorem 3.2.13 in [6] and the proof is complete. It should be emphasized that, to our knowledge, Theorem 4 is the first Gauss-Kuzmin result proved for the Rosen fractions.
